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Introduction

The title of the book appropriately reflects the dilemma facing the authors, who
have set out to describe and evaluate nearly half a century of research and exper-
imentation with the democratization of organizational life. The reality of the exper-
iments and the extensive support participation research and action have received
in many parts of the world are undeniable. At the same time many questions
remain unanswered and some are still ill-formulated. Protagonists and sceptics
have found some common ground, but are still divided by ideology, political phi-
losophy, and scientific orientation. Nowhere have the ideals of a fully participa-
tive organization been fulfilled, but then there is no agreement on what such an
organization should do. Ideals easily transcend into Utopias. Leaderless and non-
hierarchical organizations have been championed and may have worked in lab-
oratory or small-group situations.

There must always be room for idealism and innovation; one recent move-
ment merges participatory philosophy with action research1 and is organized through
local and world congresses that bring together scholar-activists to forge links
between 'the academic and the popular, western and oriental and experiential'
thinking (Cornell Participatory Action Research Network 1997).

The harsh reality of life in competitive organizations is different and has made
participation into a hotly debated subject. Some proponents advocate it as a way
of increasing productivity; others consider it to be desirable on a level with
political democracy. There are several in-between positions, like the claim that
participation increases job satisfaction or loyalty to the organization and con-
sequently will have an indirect effect on efficiency. These various claims and
others will be examined, but equal or even more importance can be attributed to
the variety of perspectives and situations to which the term and its various deriva-
tives have been applied. An extreme position is taken by economists, who use
the term to describe the proportion of a given population who participate in—
that is, take part in—work. Some behavioural social scientists, particularly in the
USA, have tended to limit the term to group behaviour or leader-subordinate
interaction—that is, sharing different degrees of influence between people.
Others have started from the position that the phenomenon to be examined is
power, and that its distribution in organizations includes various forms of decen-
tralization, like delegation and subgroup autonomy, or semi-autonomous work-
ing groups.

The distribution of influence and power covers an enormous variety of
behaviour. Minimally, it requires sharing information because, without informa-
tion, no influence can be brought to bear. Even information-sharing can be from
the top down, as advocated by the Industrial Society in the UK, or from the bottom
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up, as included in suggestion schemes, or as a two-way process sometimes called
joint consultation.

Some of these processes are informal and voluntary, some are voluntary but
highly structured, like the Kibbutz movement in Israel or various producer co-
operative and joint-ownership schemes in most parts of the world. Then, partic-
ularly since the end of the Second World War and in Europe, there are legally
prescribed methods of participation and power-sharing between different levels
of employees and owners, with the German co-determination scheme as the best-
known example. As we shall see in the next chapter, within this range a much
greater variety of approaches to participation can take place, sometimes encap-
sulated within another schema, like Total Quality Management (TQM).

The words used to describe democratic organizational structures and behav-
iour have changed over the years and are espoused by different constituencies.
Industrial democracy found favour in some Continental West European coun-
tries in the 1960s. Involvement was much in favour with some US and British
organizations in the 1980s. Empowering has dominated much writing in the first
half of the 1990s. Is it a case of 'old wine in new bottles' or does the changing
terminology describe different practices?

We have chosen to stay with 'participation', the oldest and still most widely
used term, although from time to time we will use other words, such as
'influence-sharing', to avoid repetition and boredom, or 'organizational demo-
cracy', to capture the flavour of certain European schemes. In the literature there
are many definitions. We can live with several related approaches. One will be
given towards the end of this introduction and others for more specific applica-
tions in other chapters, but even the mapping-sentence approach used in Chapter
2 is only a starting point for understanding a very complex and diverse phenomenon.
There is no need to apologize for not offering a single definition to cover all the
activities we will describe; the economist Joseph Schumpeter in his well-known
Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy agonizes over seven pages in search of a
definition for a political democracy, a concept which has received extensive atten-
tion since at least Aristotle.

There are four constituencies which operate in our field and use terms like
participation: (1) organizational actors (employees at different levels sometimes
roughly differentiated into managers, unions, and other employees); (2) re-
searchers; (3) consultants; and, in some countries, (4) governments and political
parties. Each of these groups has different interests and ideologies. In the case
of political parties, the identification is not always clear-cut between the left and
the right. In Britain, for instance, to some extent in the USA, as well as in Russia
and several of its former satellites, the left wing had serious objections to indus-
trial democracy, as it was then called. In West Germany in the early 1950s the
only political grouping that opposed the new industrial democracy legislation on
principle was the Communist Party. Among trade unions in Britain and the USA,
particularly in the 1960s and 1970s, but to some extent still in the 1990s,
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employee participation was and is seen as a less acceptable alternative to col-
lective bargaining (see Chapter 4).

Academic researchers tend to have humanistic values which sometimes make
it difficult to remain neutral (Strauss 1963; Wagner and Gooding 1987(3).
Nevertheless, a considerable volume of research has taken a sceptical stance towards
participation and has questioned its effectiveness (see Chapters 5 and 6). Con-
sultants find neutrality and scepticism difficult to combine with their role as advis-
ers, usually to management, who expect firm policy prescriptions. Consultants
also tend to generalize from limited experience with small numbers of clients
and methods which do not lend themselves to replication or independent assess-
ment. Problems and failures are rarely reported by academics or consultants, and
the latter's reports are usually available only to the client.

All these circumstances make it difficult to separate what happens from what
some constituents think happens. Both advocacy and critique of participative prac-
tices are imbued with emotions, popular allegories, and metaphors. The Ancient
Greeks drew a distinction between historians and mythographers. The former were
thought to tell the truth about what really happened, while mythographers were
thought to deal in fables, or at best improbable events, like Homer's stories and
descriptions of the Trojan Wars. Then towards the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury, when the amateur archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann excavated Troy, the
improbable became probable. The Trojan Wars had taken place and some of
Homer's myths were given credence (Warner 1983). Over time and with the accu-
mulation of scientific evidence, the boundary between myth and reality changes
or becomes blurred.

One can also speculate whether there is a connection between Romanticism
in the arts and romantic notions in the social sciences. The term 'romanticism'
derives from romance—that is, the telling of stories and myths. The artistic and
philosophic movement under that name emphasized idealism, the use of meta-
phor as explanatory categories, and an opposition to rationalism and material-
ism (Cranston 1994).

It is possible to wonder whether the early German organizational democracy
movement in the first decade of the twentieth century and its reincarnation into
co-determination in the post-1950s also owes something to the spirit of
Romanticism, idealism, and anti-materialism that characterized that movement
and had repercussions in several other European countries. This would help to
explain the different value positions which underpin the theory and practice of
participation in Europe and the USA, as will emerge in later chapters.

In this book we set out to describe and evaluate the present landscape and
reduce the gap between myth and reality wherever possible. We do not pretend
that we have all the answers or that we have looked at every piece of writing.
However, the authors have spent most of their working lives in and around the
area of participation, and have read at least as much of the available evidence
as most people. We have taken part in or been influenced by a number of research
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projects and in particular by two large scale cross-national studies—Industrial
Democracy in Europe (IDE 1981a; 1981&) and Industrial Democracy in Europe
Revisited (IDE 1993)—and by a follow-up longitudinal three-country Decisions
in Organization research (DIO 1979). These studies will be described when we
adduce evidence from them in later chapters.

The IDE research, and its replication ten years later, covered twelve European
countries, 154 organizations, and 9,000 respondents; it was designed to assess
the impact of external variables, principally national legislation, in support of
organizational democracy with de facto representative and direct participation at
all levels of organization. The extent of participation was then related to a vari-
ety of outcomes, such as satisfaction and organizational climate and the quality
of management-employee relations as well as a variety of contextual and inter-
vening variables.

The DIO study concentrated on seven organizations using participant obser-
vation, interviewing, and regular attendance at group meetings over four years
combining quantative analysis with ethnographic data.

Since 1981 we have constituted the editorial board of a series of six yearbooks
and handbooks on organizational democracy and participation covering 2,943 pages
of material. The three yearbooks were published by Wiley; the three handbooks
by Oxford University Press.2

These six edited books are a rich source of reference in our field and were for
the most part divided into five sections: (1) Evaluation and Review of the Field,
(2) Landmarks Revisited, (3) Recent Theoretical Developments, (4) Recent
Research Findings, (5) Country Studies. The last book in this series contains
Abstracts of all articles in the six volumes (Lafferty and Rosenstein 1993).

In this valedictory volume to the series we have decided that the time has come
to write our own assessment of this field from a perspective which includes the
point of view of the major disciplines that have contributed to it. After an overview
chapter which gives the case for participation and defines, explains, and illus-
trates the various forms participation takes, Chapter 2 develops the view of psy-
chology, Chapter 3 presents an approach from organization theory, and Chapter
4 takes industrial relations as a point of departure. Chapter 5 attempts to give a
critical evaluation of available research evidence, Chapter 6 presents a rough assess-
ment of the various factors which contribute to participation's success or fail-
ure, and the last chapter struggles, but we believe succeeds, in pulling together
the main theoretical and practical outcomes that allow us to speculate about the
future and in particular about which areas of this large domain are most likely
to influence organizational life in the next decade. Inevitably there is some over-
lap and a limited amount of repetition. We think this is justifiable where the sub-
ject matter seems particularly important.

The four authors come from the USA, Germany, Croatia, and Britain. They
have worked together for over two decades but have retained their individual
ways of thinking and writing and little has been done to homogenize their stylistic
approaches. While we have each taken major responsibility for assigned chapters,
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we have accepted suggestions from each other during successive revisions and
allowed transfers of material between chapters to improve sequencing.

It should be made clear at the outset that at each stage of writing we had to
make difficult choices about what to leave out. It is not only that the literature
on participation itself is very large, as the six volumes we referred to earlier demon-
strate, but that a substantial number of developments in organization theory and
practice include participation as a central concept. An obvious, fairly recent exam-
ple is TQM.

Going back to the 1950s and 1960s, there is the area of work design, starting
perhaps with the Tavistock Institute's research into coal mining and leading to
the seminal theory of socio-technology which has grown to require a 144-page
bibliography of 2,685 entries (van Eijnatten 1993). From this work a broad multi-
country movement developed under the name of the Quality of Working Life
(QWL) in which work to redesign semi-autonomous working groups, multi-skilling,
and participation played a central role. Team Working comes from the same
stable, takes a variety of forms, and has its own bulging literature.

In addition to these major areas of development there are others which require
participation in the pursuit of varying objectives—for instance, Self Learning
Systems, Team Coaching, and Networking. De-layering is a fairly recent term
used to describe eliminating one or more levels of an organization and is fre-
quently a consequence of forming semi-autonomous work groups which, being
self-regulating, do not usually require all the previous layers of supervision.

Finally, this is a field full of fads (Huczynski 1993; Watson 1994). A large
number of new terms have sprung up which describe procedures that are similar
or identical to one of those we have already mentioned: for instance, Self Man-
aging Teams (SMTs); Cross Functional Team Working (CFTW); Self Directed
Work Teams (SDWTs), or Cellular Working instead of Semi-Autonomous
Teams; Whole System Learning (WSL) or Open Learning Organization (OLO)
instead of Self Learning Systems; Cross Skilling instead of Multi-Skilling; High
Involvement Management or Power Devolution instead of Participation or
Influence Sharing; and so on.

By the time the reader has reached this stage of the book new acronyms and
terms will have been developed as part of a competitive drive within academe
or between consultants. In each case a moderate or small differentiation of prac-
tice or theory will be claimed for the new term. Genuinely new approaches may
also surface. Recently there has been a backlash against the trend for social sci-
ence to succumb to fashions. Kilmer and Donaldson (1996) argue that managers
suffer from being led down ephemeral and false trails by the marketing of ready-
made techniques which lead to 'instant coffee management'. Two consultants
(Spitzer and Evans 1997) are equally sceptical of managers who believe that
simple initiatives offer genuine answers to complex and idiosyncratic problems.
Kieser (1997), in a hard-hitting but humourous critical assessment of current
management fashions, compares modern managers to the seventeenth-century
Austrian emperor who was one of many important political managers persuaded
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by Johann Joachim Becher to invest in a procedure which would create gold and
'yield at least 1 or even 2 per cent profit per week—which would thereby alone
cover the cost of the investment' (p. 50).

We decided that we would not attempt to cope with a diversity of fashions
and names. Instead, we believe that a review and assessment of the essential con-
cept of participation, its management, and effectiveness would throw useful light
on all the terms we have mentioned.

Each of the following chapters will indicate ways of conceptualizing our cen-
tral term. In this Introduction it is sufficient to argue that participation describes
how people interact with each other in an organizational context. More speci-
fically, it encompasses a range of behaviour and choices rather than a standard-
ized type of interaction between people. First of all, there must be access to
information and to the process of decision-making; this can lead to involvement
and consultation yielding various degrees of influence. Beyond this, participa-
tion can lead to agreement, consensus, or equality among people or groups, and,
finally, there are degrees of self-determination and autonomy.

Conceptualizing participation as a range of influence over events or people
from very little to a great deal explains why practices like multi-skilling fall within
our area of interest. The more skills a person is able to use, the more varied the
job becomes, and the more choices the employee has. This increases the
influence he or she has over the nature of the task—for instance, in relation to
priorities, timing and/or the use of tools. Similar considerations apply to the other
terms.

Many accounts of our subject are written from a particular national perspec-
tive, from the point of view of a single academic discipline, or from a given value
stance—for instance, rationality theory or postmodernism, which believes that
all reality is subjective and best described in images and metaphors (Newton 1996).
Many of these approaches have developed their own esoteric and stilted vocab-
ulary which prevents dialogue between interest groups even when a participative
activity called 'Democratic Dialogue' is put forward as a remedy for modern ills
(Habermas 1990). We have attempted, but no doubt only partially succeeded, to
minimize the problems derived from specialized communication channels.

Most adults spend about half their average day at work. It can be argued that
the obligations we undertake and the rights we enjoy as employees are as impor-
tant as those that apply to us as citizens, but the development of social policy
has paid much more attention to the latter than the former. The subject matter of
this book aims at redressing some aspects of this imbalance. Other imbalances can
only be hinted at here. In many countries, citizens enjoy formal rights to infor-
mation, to protection from arbitrary interference, to guarantees of defined human
rights and the requirement of due process, to the untrammelled right of free speech
without fear of punishment, and so on. The half of our waking day which classifies
us as employees fails to incorporate some or many of these protections.3

While this book is about the myth as well as the reality of participation, we
have already distanced ourselves from the original Greek contrast between
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mythos and logos, the latter implying a completely rational account of reality.
We have shown that some of the original great Homeric stories have turned out
to have some substance. More generally, modern social anthropology has argued
that myths reflect important and enduring aspects of society and can provide
a template for social action. The downside of mythologies, as Bronislaw
Malinowsky has shown, is their endurance and unalterability implying strength
as well as rigidity.

The concept of organizational participation is much younger than Homer's
stories and the mythology is still evolving; can we hope to contribute to its shape?

NOTES

1. Action research derived from pioneering work by Kurt Lewin covers a variety of method-
ological approaches to applied social science. Usually the objective is to make sure
that research evidence is used rather than simply published and filed (Clark 1976).

2. The three yearbooks are Crouch and Heller (1983), Wilpert and Sorge (1984), and Stern
and McCarthy (1986); the three handbooks are Lammers and Szell (1989ft), Russell
and Rus (1991), and Lafferty and Rosenstein (1993).

3. An example of this is the case of 'whistle-blowers'. These are people who discover
that their organization is doing something morally or legally wrong and are prepared
to say so. They are frequently dismissed and thus deprived of their livelihood without
due process or remedy. In the UK a registered chanty was set up in 1993 to open a
help line, give legal support, and achieve a change in the law.



1. An Overview

What do we mean by participation? What forms does it take? Why has it been
subject to so much interest? This introductory chapter deals with these issues
and raises some fundamental questions which will be explored in later chapters
at greater length.

The Case(s) for Participation

Three broad arguments support participation: The first is humanistic—that is,
that, by contributing to personal growth and job satisfaction, participation will
enhance human dignity. The second argument, power-sharing, is that partici-
pation will redistribute social power, protect employees' interests, strengthen
unions, and extend the benefits of political democracy to the workplace. The third
is that participation will promote organizational efficiency (Dachler and Wilpert
1978).

Humanistic

Of the three arguments, the humanistic is most appealing to us. Described at greater
length in Chapter 2, the argument is that participation helps satisfy employees' non-
pecuniary needs including those for creativity, achievement, and social approval.
It contributes to a sense of competence, self-work, and self-actualization. It makes
use of the whole person. For employees, having a voice in how they do their
work may be as important as how much they are paid for it. As it is sometimes
put, 'A worker should not have to leave his or her head at the factory gate or
office door.'

Indeed, it is argued, participation is a necessary antecedent to human psycho-
logical and social development. For example, experience in organizational par-
ticipation may lead to greater participation in the community generally (Pateman
1970; Elden 1986). In any case, humanistic demands may become more insis-
tent as employees become better educated and their basic needs for survival are
better satisfied.

Power-Sharing

Advocates of this approach support participation for ideological and moral
reasons, arguing that the traditional autocratic relationships are inherently unjust
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and inconsistent with the values of a democratic society (e.g. Vanek 1971 and
Horvat 1983). Some do so on political grounds, others out of religious or moral
conviction. (Indeed, Dachler and Wilpert (1978) distinguish between 'democratic'
and 'power-equalization' theories.)

Although 'industrial democracy' or 'workers' control' has been a traditional
goal of younger left-leaning people of almost every persuasion, they have dif-
fered as to how it could be achieved. Disillusioned by Soviet-style socialism,
many younger radicals value the freedom of individual employees to direct their
own work. By contrast, traditional communists rejected shop-level employees'
control, as did many older socialists, most notably Sidney and Beatrice Webb
(1920). Workers' control for these socialists meant public ownership and con-
trol of the economy on a fairly centralized basis. With employees' self-management,
they feared, employees in each workplace might favour their own narrow inter-
ests rather than those of the working class as a whole.

Unionists today differ considerably in their attitudes towards participation. Some
see it as a management tool, designed to capture employee loyalty and weaken
union influence. Other unionists (and in other circumstances) view it chiefly as
a means of curbing unilateral management power and of extending 'the frontiers
of union control' to cover issues commonly subject to collective bargaining in
unionized plants in English-speaking countries. (This issue gets more attention
in Chapter 4.)

Power-sharing arguments were plentiful in the 1960-70s (in Britain, for
example, in the Bullock (1977) report). According to some observers, workers
involved in the wave of strikes which engulfed France and much of Europe in
1968 were protesting not just for higher wages, but also against bad working
conditions and arbitrary management. They demanded 'a say in management, if
not the introduction of some form of "workers' control"' (Pontusson 1992: 29;
see also Crouch and Pizzorno 1978; Streeck 1995).

More recently, however, the discussion has focused on participation's organiza-
tional impacts (Lammers and Szell 1989&). Arguments have focused more on organ-
izational efficiency than on workplace humanization or justice.1 Why this shift
towards more modest goals? First, experience with real participation in numerous
contexts has demonstrated that, while participation has many advantages, it is
unlikely to transform society or make the workplace into paradise. Secondly, the
lengthy European economic recession has required greater attention to produc-
tivity than to social justice. And, finally and concomitantly, the political pendu-
lum has swung generally to the right. Unions have lost power in most countries.

Organizational Efficiency

Explanations abound of the positive impacts of participation on organizational
efficiency (e.g. Locke 1968; Lowin 1968; Miller and Monge 1986; Aoki 1990).
Below we outline these arguments. (Note: whilst the discussion below focuses
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on employee participation, practically all the arguments apply to participation
within management as well.)

1. Participation may result in better decisions. Employees often have infor-
mation which senior management lacks. Further, participation permits dif-
ferent views to be aired and in this way the danger of groupthink is reduced.

2. People may be more likely to implement decisions they helped make them-
selves than decisions imposed on them from above. Not only do they know
better what is expected of them, but helping make a decision commits them
to it.

3. Motivation is frequently enhanced, psychology has shown, by the setting
of goals during the participative decision process (Locke 1968).

4. Participation may improve communications and cooperation; employees may
coordinate each other, thus saving management time. Further, by dissemin-
ating the experience in employee problem-solving, participation may facil-
itate organizational learning. In so doing participation contributes to what
Aoki (1990) calls dynamic (as opposed to static) efficiency.

5. Participative subordinates may supervise themselves, again making man-
agers' and supervisors' lives easier.

6. Joint participation by employees and management to solve problems on
a non-adversarial basis may improve employee-management relations
generally.

7. On a personal level, employees may learn new skills through participation;
leadership potential may be readily identified and developed.

In short, from an organizational point of view participation may change (a)
how employees perceive their jobs, (b) how they do these jobs, and (c) how they
and their unions relate to their employer.

Many of the foregoing arguments overlap. Participation provides what
industrial-relations people call 'voice'. Voice is the key to influence-sharing. From
a humanistic perspective, voice enhances personal dignity; from an organizational
perspective, it reduces frustration, contributes to motivation and identification, and
so lessens participants' need to demonstrate power through fighting management
and restricting production. In so doing it may reduce turnover and absenteeism.

But note the tentative nature of the statements above. As we shall see in later
chapters, these assumed advantages do not always translate into successful organ-
izational practice. Indeed, for every advantage, participation has a disadvantage.
Many of these disadvantages are substantial. More on this in Chapter 6.

Why has Participation Become so Popular?

While these arguments may be appealing, they do not completely explain why
the concept of participation has become so popular in recent years. There are a
numerous other explanations.
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Technological Change

As we discuss at greater length in Chapter 3, recent technological and economic
developments have considerably strengthened the organizational case for partic-
ipation, especially in developed economies. As mass-production techniques have
spread to low-wage countries, high-wage countries find it much harder to com-
pete in the manufacture of standardized goods. Their comparative advantage rests
increasingly on their capacity to adjust rapidly to technological and market changes
and their ability to produce high-quality, high value-added, specialized, 'high-
tech' products and services (Cressey 1991).

All this requires a flexible, better-trained, highly skilled workforce. These qual-
ities are especially important in technologies where initiative is required and shirk-
ing difficult to detect. Under these circumstances there is an advantage in having
employees who are willing and able (motivated and trained) to make decisions
on their own. Further, teamwork and rapid communications are required. Thus
participation may be the key to maintaining a competitive edge.

An example may illustrate this point. Women's clothing has been tradition-
ally produced on a semi-mass-production basis. Dressmaking, for example, is
divided into a series of steps, each performed by a different employee, with sev-
eral days typically elapsing between steps and a resulting production cycle of a
month or more. Because of the diversity of products, closer coordination is difficult.
In the past this delay was not excessively costly because garments were normally
ordered many months before they were to be sold.

But this system had two main disadvantages. First, despite the garment indus-
try's relatively low wages, wages in developing countries are much lower;
consequently much of the industry has moved overseas. Secondly, fashion
(especially high fashion) is always a gamble. Designs which look hot to profes-
sional buyers in the spring may bomb in the fall. As a result a high proportion
of each year's stock must be 'remaindered'—that is, sold at a substantial
discount.

Several high-volume discount chains have revolted against the system.
Through use of point-of-sale scanners, electronically connected to company head-
quarters, management can tell instantly its present stock of every model and size.
Instead of carrying large inventories, management now operate a Just In Time
(JIT) system: it orders goods as needed and insists on one-or-two week delivery
(three days in the case of Wal-Mart). Meeting these short delivery deadlines has
required an almost revolutionary change in the affected suppliers' manufactur-
ing methods. Increasingly, production is assigned to 'modules' (teams) of multi-
skilled employees who assign, schedule, and coordinate their own work, with
full responsibility for meeting their customer-imposed deadlines. Each module
makes an entire garment or a major part of one. Though moderately costly to
install initially, modules have advantages in terms of labour costs, quality, and,
of course, quick delivery (Berg et al. 1996; Dunlop and Weil 1996). We will
have more to say about this case later.
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Rapid technological change (plus increased competition) requires what
Germans call 'flexibility' (Thelen 1991) and changes in what Americans call 'work
rules' and the British call 'custom and practice'. Especially given the possibil-
ity of union and employee opposition, such changes were typically more easily
accommodated when made participatively than when introduced autocratically.

Even where technology does not require participation, it may make it easier.
For example, computers have made communications easier. It is no longer nec-
essary for all messages to go through a hierarchy. E-mail, for instance, ignores
status and departmental barriers. Anyone in the organization can instantly com-
municate with everyone else. And so, whether management likes it or not, e-
mail makes it easier for employees to participate. Indeed if they are not allowed
to use e-mail to participate in making decisions, they may use it to organize resis-
tance to decisions made at higher levels. On the other hand, while e-mail, 'hot
lines', and attitude surveys may provide management with essential information,
they are poor substitutes for face-to-face participation. (We return to this issue
in Chapter 7.)

Another factor contributing to the spread of participation is the growth of ser-
vice work. By contrast with manufacturing, service employees' attitudes are
an essential part of the 'product' they provide. A cheerful waiter or a concerned
nurse provides a totally different product from one who is surly (Cobble 1994).
To the extent that participation improves attitudes it also improves the quality
of the service provided.

Further, new organizational forms, such as contingent employment, tele-
commuting, and networks (Miles and Snow 1986), all have some impact on both
the desirability and feasibility of participation, though more study is needed. For
more on this, see Chapters 6 and 7.

Overall Management Strategies

Growing international competition and financial adversity have led many com-
panies to experiment with new forms of organization, including participation.
Indeed, participation is a key ingredient in management strategies utilizing
'high-commitment' or 'high-involvement' policies (e.g. Lawler 1986). To use
popular buzzwords, the purpose of these policies is to 'empower' employees
and develop 'high-performance' or 'transformed' workplaces. Important ele-
ments in these policies include considerable individual autonomy, high invest-
ment in training, a multi-skilled workforce, job security, broad job descriptions,
performance-based pay, and a heavy emphasis on organizational symbols and
culture (Levine 1995). Indeed, as we argue later, there is considerable (but not
conclusive) evidence that participation is less likely to be successful if it is
not accompanied by such policies. High-involvement policies themselves are
consistent with what Miles and Snow (1978; 1994) call a 'Prospector' strategy
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of continuously seeking new products and markets and what others call a 'high
skill-high wage' strategy.

Concomitant with these developments at the workplace level has been the increas-
ing popularity of managerial teams—for example, the cross-departmental team of
designers, engineers, purchasing, manufacturing, and marketing experts which
developed Chrysler's new Neon car. Through making it easier for individual depart-
ments to coordinate their own efforts, such teams reduce higher management's
workload. Increasing participation within work groups is also consistent with grow-
ing collaboration between producers and suppliers in designing new products and
ironing out quality problems. Many of these developments go under the head-
ing of 'network organization' (Miles and Snow 1986; Marin and Mayntz 1991).

On the other hand, the 1990s have seen a considerable shift among companies
worldwide from high-involvement policies to those of cost-cutting, 'downsizing',
and 'restructuring'. These two sets of policies are incompatible, although man-
agement often seems unaware of this. Under these circumstance, participation is
less appropriate and less likely to be adopted (but see Drago 1996, who argues
that many companies introduce participation primarily to cut costs).

Fads

But participation is often a fad (Marchington et al. 1993). Indeed Ramsay (1983;
1990) argues that interest comes in cycles, with interest being greater when man-
agement's traditional rights are in question.2 Various forms of participation are
adopted because they are popular at the moment and are pushed by consultants
and management publications. Bottom-up management, work humanization,
and Quality of Working Life (QWL) programmes were all popular for a while
and were then abandoned for new concepts which differed little from their pre-
decessors except in name and buzz words used. Quality Circles (QCs), in their
classical form, may now be on their way out (Applebaum and Batt 1994). Today
the emphasis is on teams, Total Quality Management (TQM), and Employee
Involvement (El). Indeed, the term 'team' is often used for activities which ten
years previously were called QCs (Work Practices Diffusion Team 1994).

Management's tendency to follow fads is a problem because in many cases it
adopts participation programmes chiefly as a 'quick fix', a low-cost solution to
problems of low productivity, poor quality, or whatever ails the organization—
and does so without recognizing that these programmes require substantial
changes in day-to-day behaviour, heavy investment in training, and often con-
siderable reduction in managerial discretion. Management's failure to consider
these facts helps explain why many participation programmes are short-lived and
unsuccessful.

Managers are not the only ones to follow fads. There are similar fads among
politicians, union leaders, and intellectuals. 'Autogestion' (self-management) was
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the French fad in the 1960s and 1970s. Meanwhile Charles de Gaulle espoused his
own brand of 'participation', which featured a heavy emphasis on profit-sharing.
In the USA during the same period there was considerable concern with 'Blue
Collar Blues' and the Nixon Administration pushed heavily for QWL reforms.

Laws

The laws in many countries require various forms of participation (see discus-
sion below). Indeed, laws and other legally binding rules provide a major expla-
nation for differences in the extent of actual participation across countries (IDE
1981&; 1993). As we discuss later, recent European Union (EU) legislation may
spread participation further.

In Practice: A Mixture of Reasons

In practice participation is adopted for a variety of different reasons, including
many not discussed above. For example, according to Hartmann (1970; see also
Thelen 1991), co-determination was reintroduced in Germany after the war
because of the fortunate juxtaposition of numerous interests: the British occu-
pying forces sought to curb industrialists' power, managers hoped participation
would protect their plants from Allied dismantling, whereas Catholic liberals found
it consistent with papal encyclicals. Though unions opposed the 1952 law estab-
lishing co-determination on a nation-wide basis, eventually they found the way
to strengthen and dominate the process.

In Britain, in the mid-1970s the Labour Government offered unions 'indus-
trial democracy', in part in return for acquiescence (through the social contract)
in an incomes policy. Similarly, through much of Europe participation was viewed
as a key element in 'corporatism'. And in the USA, participation is often a key
part of a trade-off through which companies obtain union cooperation in reduc-
ing production costs in the face of serious competitive pressures. Non-union US
firms often offer participation as a substitute for union representation. Many British
firms have adopted similar strategies.

Various forms of participation, particularly worker ownership and self-
management, have been proposed in an effort to spur development and foster
a democratic society. This has been particularly the case in Eastern Europe
(Kolarska 1984; Yanowitch 1991; Kostova 1993) and underdeveloped countries
(McClintock et al. 1984; Putterman 1984).

Given the variety of reasons for which participation has been introduced, it is
understandable that the parties have differing expectations as to how it should
work and what it should accomplish. Nevertheless the reasons for which partic-
ipation is introduced often have little to do with how it works in practice. Despite
the original political and ideological reasons for fostering German participation,
in actuality it has had a considerable effect on German economic success (see
Chapter 6). By contrast many elaborate participation structures, introduced for
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the best reasons, have never taken off. Indeed the reasons for participation's
initial introduction may have little to do with whether it is successful. Specific
examples of this are provided in Chapters 5 and 6.

Defining Participation

Definitions of participation abound. Some authors insist that participation must
be a group process, involving groups of employees and their boss; others stress
delegation, the process by which the individual employee is given greater free-
dom to make decisions on his or her own. Some restrict the term 'participation'
to formal institutions, such as works councils; other definitions embrace 'infor-
mal participation', the day-to-day relations between supervisors and subordinates
in which subordinates are allowed substantial input into work decisions. Finally,
there are those who stress participation as a process and those who are concerned
with participation as a result.

For the moment we will define participation as a process which allows
employees to exert some influence over their work and the conditions under which
they work. Chapter 2 discusses definitional issues at greater length.

Varieties of Participation

Analytically forms of participation can be divided into three overlapping cate-
gories: requisite, informal, and formal (including both direct and representative
participation). This book focuses on the formal and to a lesser extent informal
approaches to participation.

Requisite Participation

This form of participation is required to get the job done. It is determined by the
technology and organization of work. Athletic teams develop high levels of rapid
coordination (participation), often doing so without verbal communications or
advance planning. After all, things happen fast on a football field, too fast for a
coach or captain to control events through endless explicit instructions.3 Much
of the same can be said about many work situations, regardless of whether the
work is manual or intellectual. The more complex the work, the more important
it is to have willing and committed employee participation.

As mentioned earlier, recent technological and economic changes have
increased the extent of requisite participation. Traditional clothing manufactur-
ing techniques required little participation (see above); management made
the key work-flow decisions. The new module system made it mandatory that
employees coordinate themselves. In some situations decisions have to be made
so quickly and so much information needs to be processed that it is dangerous
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not to allow wide dissemination of decision-making power. For example, the
safe operation of a 'high-reliability' system, such as a nuclear aircraft carrier,
requires that substantial discretion be given all levels of personnel. Even the low-
est ranking enlisted woman on a US Navy carrier is encouraged to halt a plane
launch if she thinks safety is at risk (Roberts 1990).

Organizations may be designed either to require participation or to make par-
ticipation unnecessary, regardless of the technical requirements of the decisions
to be made. The traditional Tayloristic production system, with its close control
over worker behaviour, was deliberately designed to make participation unnec-
essary and even impossible—or so some argue. Similarly, the design of com-
puterized production systems in Britain kept control of the computer strictly in
the hands of management and engineers; by contrast, German systems allowed
blue-collar workers to do their own programming. In Britain computerization
reduced workers' powers, in Germany it increased it (Sorge et al. 1983).

Between the extremes, in which participation is either essential or quite
difficult, are situations in which the organizations have considerable choice as
to forms of governance. For years the automobile line technology was viewed
as making employee discretion impossible. Yet, as we shall see, high degrees of
participation are possible even in this industry. Technology is not the only deter-
mining factor.

Informal Participation

Informal participation differs from its formal counterpart in that there are no explicit
mechanisms involved. Likert (1961) describes the participative manager as
one who listens to subordinates, encourages them to express themselves, grants
wide discretion, is non-punitive in handling mistakes, and de-emphasizes status
differences. The participative manager combines the functions of chair, team
leader, and coach.4

Those studying informal participation approach it from two points of view.
The first looks on participation as a decision process and is interested in how
decisions are made. The second sees participation as a resultant, the extent to
which subordinates are in fact able to influence decisions (or, more frequently,
the extent to which they see themselves as influencing decisions). The latter is
sometimes called de facto participation (IDE,1981£>; 1993), while, to the extent
that the decision process is mandated by law or union contract, it is called de
jure participation (for further discussion, see Chapter 5).

In theory the extent of informal participation in a given situation can be located
along three dimensions (Strauss 1977):

• whether decisions involve individual subordinates or groups of subordinates
(this book is concerned primarily with group forms of participation);

• whether decisions are made formally by the boss, jointly, or by the sub-
ordinate^);
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Table 1.1. Forms of decision process

Decision made by

Boss
Jointly
Subordinates

Decision involving

An individual

Individual direction
Consultation
Delegation

A group

Group direction
Joint discussion
Group decision-making

Table 1.2. Combining process and influence approaches

Process Subordinate influence

Low

Direction Boss makes decision
ignoring subordinate's
preferences completely

Consultation Boss meets with subordinates,
asks for agreement on a
decision, but makes it clear by
tone of view that he will
accept no disagreement

Delegation Subordinate is formally free
to make any decision he
wants, but from prior
experience he knows that he
will be punished if he deviates
from the boss's preferences

High

Boss makes the kinds of
decisions he thinks subordinates
would want him to make—
follows the polls

Boss chairs the meeting but
gives no indication of his
preference

Subordinate is completely free
to make decision on his own

• the extent of the subordinates' actual power or ability to influence these
decisions.

The first two dimensions involve process. They can be combined in a matrix
(see Table 1.1). The third dimension relates to influence. Both influence and pro-
cess are critical and reinforce each other. Table 1.2 brings the two concepts together.
Bosses who do not hold formal meetings with their subordinates may actually
permit more influence than bosses who hold frequent meetings in which they
mastermind subordinates until they eventually come up with the decision the boss
wanted in the first place.

The distinction between formal and informal participation may be quite arbi-
trary.5 A boss may meet her subordinates around a table to discuss work problems
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in pursuance of a written quality-circle plan; this is formal participation. Or the
same individuals may gather informally to discuss the same problems around a
water cooler; this is informal participation.

One of the advantages of formal participation is that it may encourage infor-
mal participation. Further, as we shall stress, formal participation is more likely
to be successful if introduced in an atmosphere of informal participation.
Unfortunately, as we discuss further in Chapter 5, managers often engage in 'manip-
ulative' participation: they go through the motions of participation without
allowing their subordinates any real influence (Heller 1971).

Formal Participation

Forms of formal participation can be classified under four headings or dimen-
sions, as Table 1.3 illustrates. Under each heading forms of participation are ranged
in a continuum, from weak employees' power to strong. The examples are designed
to be merely illustrative. The German works council, for example, is not the
only form of plant-level participation; many other examples could be cited—for
example, Australian plant safety committees. Further, each individual form of
participation fits somewhere on the four dimensions. For example, quality circles
operate at the departmental level, they involve joint consultation, they deal with
production methods, and they do not necessarily require employee ownership.

Organizational level. Perhaps the most important distinction here is between direct
and representative (indirect) participation. Direct participation involves individ-
ual employees and includes such schemes as quality circles and work teams.
Representative participation involves employee representatives, often selected by
their union. Typically this form of participation is concerned with plant- or higher-
level problems. Direct participation is more frequently initiated by management,
while representative participation tends to be initiated by unions or is based on
law.

Degree of control.6 Consultation means that management listens to employees'
suggestions and may even seek their ideas; nevertheless management retains the
right to make the final decision. Joint decision-making requires consent from both
sides. In theory, with self-management, employees give orders to management.

Laws in many European countries distinguish between three levels of influ-
ence: (1) information, (2) consultation, and (3) joint decision-making/negotiation
(Gill and Krieger 1992)—or, as the Germans call it, co-determination.

A more elaborate and widely utilized approach to degree of control is repre-
sented by a measure called the Influence Power Continuum (IPC) (Heller 1971),
a continuum with six points, ranging from 'no information' (in which the boss
makes the decision without providing subordinates with detailed information about
the decision made), through various degree of consultation, to joint decision-
making, and, finally, subordinates making decisions on their own (for further
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Table 1.3. Major participation dimensions

Dimensions

Organizational level
Individual
Small group
Department
Plant
Company

Degree of control
Joint consultation
Joint decision-making

Self-management

Range of issues
Wages
Personnel issues

(e.g. redundancy and training)
Welfare benefits

Production methods

Selecting managers
Major investment decisions

Ownership
No employee ownership
Some employee ownership
Complete employee ownership

Illustrative examples

Job enrichment
Autonomous work team
Quality circle
German works council
Worker directors

French works councils
Co-determination in the German iron and

steel industry
Yugoslavia (in the 1980s); producers'

cooperatives; semi-autonomous work
groups

Collective bargaining in most countries
Collective bargaining in the USA; works

councils in Germany
French works council regarding medical

service
Quality circles, semi-autonomous work

groups
Yugoslav workers' councils
Supervisory board under German

co-determination

Typical company
Employee stock ownership plans
Producers' cooperative

discussion, see Chapter 5). The IPC was perhaps the most significant measure
used in the seminal IDE study.7

Range of issues. Participation may occur regarding a wide variety of issues. Table
1.3 lists only a few. IDE examined the decision-making processes regarding
eighteen different issues, ranging from 'assignment of tasks to workers' to 'major
capital investment'. These issues were aggregated into three basic categories
according to 'time perspective'—short-term (e.g. working hours), medium-term
(e.g. wage levels), and long-term (e.g. investment)—and again by subject matter,
work/social conditions (e.g. personal equipment), personnel (e.g. dismissals), and
economic (e.g. new products).
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Table 1.4. Two examples of extent of influence by task

Extent of influence
1 2 3

Work assignments
Work layout
Vacation scheduling
Redundancy
Training
Dividend policy

* hypothetical average, formal UK joint consultative committee.
1 hypothetical work team with broad discretion.

Notes: Extent of influence: 1. no or minimal information; 2. information; 3. opportunity to give
advice; 4. advice taken into consideration, 5. joint decision-making; 6. complete control
(autonomy or delegation). Note that the consultative committee has no influence over work layout
or dividend policy, but it does have an opportunity to give advice over work assignments,
redundancies, and training, and its advice is taken into account in scheduling vacations. The work
team engages in joint decision-making regarding work assignments and layouts, but has no
influence otherwise.

Participation regarding work assignments and production methods typically occurs
at lower levels, while investment decisions are discussed higher up. In any case,
the greater the range of issues discussed, the broader the participation. Table 1.4
illustrates the degree of influence which a hypothetical semi-autonomous work
team and a hypothetical traditional British consultative committee might have
with regards to six possible issues.

Chapter 3 distinguishes between participation regarding interest decisions and
that regarding technical decisions. As the term implies, interest decisions relate
primarily to participants' own, individual welfare—for example, wages, redun-
dancy, training, and benefits—while technical decisions relate to organizational
efficiency—for example, production methods. Meaningful participation in tech-
nical decisions is dependent on appropriate knowledge and information, more so
than for participation in interest decisions.

Ownership. Ownership is sometimes called 'economic' or 'financial' participa-
tion. Employees may own all or part of a firm. Ownership can take various forms.
Rather than highlighting legal ownership as such, Ben-Ner and Jones (1995) focus
on what they call return rights which they contrast with control rights. Return
rights relate to claims to income, such as profit-sharing and stock-ownership, while
control rights refer to the degree-of-control dimension just discussed. Ben-Ner
and Jones construct a two-dimensional matrix with control and return rights being
the two dimensions.

As we shall see, employee-owned companies are often undemocratic, since
employees have few control rights. Even return rights may be restricted. Often
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